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With that perky 
nose and those 
inflated-looking 

lips, Bravo star Kim Zol-
ciak-Biermann barely re-
sembles her former self. 
So when she recently in-
sisted she’s only had Botox 
and filler injections, Life & 
Style turned to the experts 
for their take. “She’s defi-
nitely had a nose job,” says 
plastic surgeon Dr. Steve 
Fallek, who does not treat 
the 38-year-old mom of 
six. “The bridge of her nose 
is elevated and thinner, and 
the tip is more defined.” 
Dr. Norman Rowe, also not 
Kim’s doc, agrees that the 
reality star’s nose looks like 
it’s changed, and suspects 

she’s also had work done 
on her chin, which he notes 
looks wider and more mas-
culine. “A chin augmenta-
tion is a common adjunct 
procedure to a rhinoplas-
ty,” he explains. And while 
Kim is proud of her more 
luscious lips (“Love my 
plump pout!” she Snap-
chatted recently), both 
docs agree she’s doing too 
much. “Slow down with the 
fillers,” advises Dr. Rowe. 
Confident in her choices, 
Kim shrugs off any criti-
cism: “I will always nip and 
tuck if I feel the need to,” 
asserts the Don’t Be Tardy 
star. “You only go around 
one time!” 

Kim’s New Face

Now

“Too much lip 
filler.” 

— Dr. Norman Rowe
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nose
Kim’s denied a nose 

job, but Dr. schulman 
suspects otherwise 

because “the bridge is 
more narrow and the 
tip is turned upward.” 

Cost of rhinoplasty: 
$10,000.

lips
“i would suggest a 

little less filler to keep a 
more natural look,” says 
Dr. schulman. He puts 
the yearly cost of Kim’s 

magnified mouth at 
about $2K.

foreHeaD
“There is Botox at 

work in her forehead 
and around her eyes,” 

cites Dr. Matthew 
schulman, who does not 

treat the reality star. 
price tag is $1,500 to 

$2K annually.

CHeeKs
Dr. David amron, 

who is not Kim’s plastic 
surgeon, says cheek 

fillers cost $3K a year. But 
the doc cautions against 
overdoing it: “she looks 

older in the ‘after’ 
photo.”


